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Abstract: A ring R is called right n-VNL-ring if whenever RRaRaRa n  21 for some elements Raaa n ,,, 21  ,

there exists at least one element ia regular. The aim of this paper is to generalize this concept into module classes, we

define n-VNL-modules, study their properties and give some characterizations. It is proved that for any finite generated R-

module M, M is an SVNL-module if and only if M is an n-VNL-module for every positive integer n. The locally projective

n-VNL-modules are also be characterized. We discuss the relationship between n-VNL-modules and other modules under

different conditions.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with identity, all modules over a ring R are right R-modules.

An element a of ring R is called regular if a=aba for some bR. A ring R is regular if all of its elements are regular.

A ring R is local if it has only one maximal ideal. The generalization of regular rings and local rings is one of the most

popular topics in the research of ring theory, and grow out many new subjects, in which the n-VNL-rings and SVNL-rings

play important roles. Contessa called a ring R is VNL-ring if a or 1 − a is regular for every Ra . Osba called a

commutative ring R is SVNL-ring if whenever RS  for some nonempty subset S of R, there exists at least one

element Ss regular, where S is an ideal generated by S. Chen and Ying called a ring R is right n-VNL if whenever

RRaRaRa n  21 for some elements Raaa n ,,, 21  , there exists at least one element is regular. Left n-VNL-

rings are defined analogously, and a ring R is a n-VNL-ring if it is a left and right n-VNL-ring.

Introducing the concept of rings into modules is a common method to generalize ring classes. We have introduced the

concept of SVNL-ring into module classes, a module M over a ring R is called SVNL-module if whenever MS  for

some nonempty subset S of M, then there exists at least one element Ss such that sR is a direct summand of M. The

aim of this paper is to generalize the concepts of n-VNL-ring to module classes, study their properties and give some

characterizations.

2. n-VNL-Modules

Definition: A module M over a ring R is called n-VNL-module if whenever MRsRsRs n  21 for some
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elements Msss n ,,, 21  , there exists is such that Rsi is a direct summand of M.

2.1 Proposition: Let R be a ring, and then the following conclusions are established:

(1) R is a right n-VNL-ring if and only if RR is a n-VNL-module;

(2) Every module is 1-VNL-module. If 1 mn , a n-VNL-module must be a m-VNL-module;

(3) A SVNL-module must be a n-VNL-module for every positive integer n;

(4) A non-finite generated module must be a n-VNL-module for every positive integer n;

(5) A NJ-module must be a n-VNL-module for every positive integer n.

Proof: According to the definition of n-VNL-module, (1) (2) (3) (4) are obvious. We just need to prove (5).

A module MR is called NJ module if xR is a direct summand of M for every element )(/ MJMx . If MR is a NJ

module and Msss n ,,, 21  such that MRsRsRs n  21 , then there must exit an element )(MJsi , so Rsi

is a direct summand of M. Therefore, MR is a n-VNL-module.

Example: (1) Let p be a prime number,   napaM n ,/ is a subset of rational number set. We use the mark


p to represent the quotient module /M , then 

p is a non-finite generated module as a Z-module, so 
p is a n-

VNL-module for every positive integer n.

If R is a commutative ring, Chen and Tong have proved R is a VNL-ring if and only if it is an SVNL-ring. Chen and

Ying proved every right 2-VNL-ring R is VNL-ring. Osba proved n is SVNL-ring if and only if npq 2)( for any prime

number p and q. In fact, for any subset A of n , the submodule of  n which generated by A is the same as the

submodule of
 

nn 
generated by A. So We have the following conclusion:

(2) n is 2-VNL as a Z-module if and only if npq 2)( for any prime number p and q.

2.2 Proposition: Let R be a ring, M is a finite generated R-module, then the following are equivalent:

(1) M is a SVNL-module;

(2) M is a n-VNL-module for every positive integer n.

Proof: The prove (1) (2) is obvious, we just need to prove (2) (1). Let M be a n-VNL-module for every positive

integer n, and MS  which satisfy MS  . Since M is a finite generated module, there exists some elements

Msss n ,,, 21  , such that:

MRsRsRs n  21

Because M is a n-VNL-module, there exists an element Ssi  such that Rsi is a direct summand of M, so M is a

SVNL-module.

Its need to be notice that the condition “finite generated” is necessary. For example, 
p is n-VNL-module as a Z-

module, but every submodule of 
p is cyclic module and generated by pnpn ,1(1/  is a prime number), so any submodule

of 
p can not be direct summand of 

p , that means 
p is not a SVNL-module.

Next, we will gave a sufficient condition for n-VNL-module.
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2.3 Proposition: Let R be a ring, n is a positive integer, if RM is a module which satisfied for any full

homomorphism MRf n : , there must exist a number j )1( nj  such that homomorphism MRiff jj  :

locally split ( ji is the natural injection mapping from R to Rn), then M is a n-VNL-module.

Proof: Suppose Msss n ,,, 21  , we can define a cluster R-homomorphism:

.1,)1(,: nksfMRf kkk 

If MRsRsRs n  21 , then the homomorphism MRff n
i

n
k  

)(
1 : is full, so there exists a number j

)1( nj  such that homomorphism MRiff jj  : locally split. For Rffs jjj  )1( , there exists a homomorphism

RMg : such that:

).()()1()( jjjjjjj sgssgfsgfs 

Suppose gfh j , then

jjjjjj ssgssgfsh  )()()( .

This means h is locally split, and Rs j is a direct summand of M. Hence M is a n-VNL-module.

Now we can give some equivalent characterizations of locally projective n-VNL-module.

2.4 Theorem: Let M be a locally projective module, for every positive integer n, the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) M is a n-VNL-module;

(2) For any full homomorphism MRf n : ,there exists a number j )1( nj  such that homomorphism

MRiff jj  : locally split;

(3) If some elements nsss ,,, 21 
in M satisfy MRsRsRs n  21 , then there exist at least one element is

such that Rsi is a projective direct summand of M.

Proof: Since a finite generated locally projective module is a projective module, so (1) (3) and (3) (1) is obvious.

(1) (2) Let MRf n : be a full homomorphism, we define a set S as follow:

 nkjkjxRxxfyS k
n

kkk  ,1),(0)(;|)( 

where k is the natural full homomorphism from
nR to R . It is easy to know MS  and MS  , so M is finite

generated. By proposition 2.2, M is SVNL-module, so there exists a number j )1( nj  such that Ryi is a direct

summand of M, next we prove the homomorphism MRiff jj  : locally split.

M is a projective module, Ryi is a direct summand of M, so Ryi is also a projective module. Hence the mapping

RyRh j: is locally split, there exists homomorphism RRyq j : such that )()()1()( jjjjj yqyyqhyhqy  .
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Let jqg  , then for any element RyRfry jjj  , we have:

ryryqfrygf jjjjj  )()1()(

It means MRiff jj  : is locally split.

(2) (1) By proposition 2.3, it’s obvious.

3. Relationship between SomeModule Classes
In the last part of this article, we summarize the relationship among the ring classes which related to n-VNL-rings,

and the relationship among the module classes which related to n-VNL-modules.

To generalize regular and local rings, Contessa, Osba, Chen and Nicholson defined and discussed VNL-ring, SVNL-

ring, n-VNL-ring and NJ ring respectively. According to their conclusion, the relationship among these kinds of rings can

be describe as follow:

Regular ring (or local ring)NJ ring SVNL ring n-VNL-ring (n ≥1)

The arrow above means roll out, and reverse the arrows are all invalid.

Roger Ware has introduced the concept of regular ring and local ring into module classes, he defined regular module

and local module. Zelmanowitz and Azumaya also used another different method to define regular modules. We have

introduced the concept of NJ ring and SVNL-ring into module classes, defined NJ module, SNJ module and SVNL module.

According to the conclusion, the relationship among these modules under different conditions can be describe as follow:

Corollary 1: Under normal condition, the relationship among the module classes which related to n-VNL-modules can

be expressed as follow:

1)≥(n  module-VNL-nmodule NJmodule SNJ

1)≥(n  module-VNL-nmodule SVNLmodule) local(or  moduleRugular 






Corollary 2: Under the finite generated condition, the relationship among the module classes which related to n-VNL-

modules can be expressed as follow:

1)≥ ( module-VNL-

module SVNLmodule NJmodule) local(or  moduleRugular 

nn




Corollary3: Under the locally projective condition, the relationship among the module classes which related to n-

VNL-modules can be expressed as follow:

1)≥ ( module-VNL-

module SVNLmodule NJmodule SNJmodule) local(or  moduleRugular 

nn
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